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PCMC Signature Series (380V-s) wide-web press installed at J.J. Collins Printers 
Modernized press eases digital printing conversion, signals new era for PCMC and RDP Marathon  
 

GREEN BAY, Wis. – May 11, 2020 – Paper Converting Machine Company (PCMC)—part of the Barry-Wehmiller 
Converting Solutions Platform and a worldwide leader in the design and manufacture of print technologies—
announced the recent installation of the new Signature Series (380V-s) wide-web, high-speed offset press at J.J. Collins 
Printers in Charleston, Illinois. 
 
The 380V-s is the first in the series that is replacing the 380V press series, long highly regarded by printers in the long-
run documents and high-end promotional graphics markets. The new design incorporates the latest in internet 
connectivity and touchscreen technology, and allows for easy integration with full or hybrid digital printing. 
 
Designed by RDP Marathon, a recent acquisition of PCMC, the 380V-s represents PCMC’s expansion into providing 
equipment and services to the offset printing industry. Backed by PCMC’s global sales, manufacturing and service 
support, RDP Marathon will continue to maintain a sharp focus on innovation. 
 
J.J. Collins Printers—already using an RDP Marathon model 260P blanket-to-blanket, heat-set press for its high-end 
commercial products—has been providing innovative print solutions since 1878. Its commitment to using state-of-the-
art pre-press, press and bindery equipment has ensured the company's position as a leader in the print manufacturing 
industry.  
 
“From the beginning, we've been dedicated to keeping up with the latest in technology,” said Jim Collins, President at 
J.J. Collins Printers. “Acquiring the first 380V-s from RDP and PCMC demonstrates that dedication, and it shows our 
customers, once again, our equipment continues to include some of the finest names in the industry.” 
 
“This new flagship press design exemplifies the values—reliable, durable, precise (RDP)—we have stood for since 1989,” 
said Eric Short, Managing Director and former owner of RDP Marathon. 
 
In addition to the 380V-s, PCMC continues to develop new technologies and applications for a variety of print markets.  
 

ABOUT PAPER CONVERTING MACHINE COMPANY (PCMC) 
Paper Converting Machine Company (PCMC) specializes in the design and manufacture of high-performance converting machinery for 
the tissue, nonwovens, package-printing and bag-converting industries worldwide. Our comprehensive product offerings include 
rewinding, laminating, printing, embossing, perforating and packaging equipment for tissue and towels; folding and converting machines; 
and a complete range of flexographic printing presses and laser anilox cleaners, serving the flexible-packaging, prime-label and carton-
converting industries. For more about PCMC, which is part of Barry-Wehmiller, go to pcmc.com. 

ABOUT BARRY-WEHMILLER 
Barry-Wehmiller is a diversified global supplier of engineering consulting and manufacturing technology for the packaging, corrugating, 
sheeting and paper-converting industries. By blending people-centric leadership with disciplined operational strategies and purpose-
driven growth, Barry-Wehmiller has become a $3 billion organization with nearly 12,000 team members united by a common belief: to 
use the power of business to build a better world. CEO Bob Chapman shares the story of the company’s transformation in his book, 
Everybody Matters: The Extraordinary Power of Caring for Your People Like Family. To learn more, go to 
barrywehmiller.com. 
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